ISLAM STUDY GUIDE

BBC Islam Guide: Practices


What are the five basic Pillars of Islam? 	:


 	; 	;


 	; 	.

	What	is	the	English	translation	of	the	Shahadah?





	What	does	one	need	to	do	to	convert	to	Islam?





	What is the name Muslims give to the ritual washing before prayer?





	In which month do Muslims fast?   	
	What is the name of the annual pilgrimage to Mecca?   	 What is the name of the "Black Cube" that stands at the center of Mecca?




	This word is used to describe the ritual state of purity that should characterize the annual pilgrims at Mecca.   	


	What is the name of the sacred well at Mecca?   	



	What is the name of the valley and plain to which Mecca pilgrims travel at the height of the festival to offer praise of Allah?   	


	What is the name given to the pillars at which pilgrims throw stones near the end of the Hajj?   	


BBC Islam Guide: Texts


What is the language of the Qur'an?   	


	There are 114 chapters of 	in the Qur'an.


	What is the name given to any Muslim who has memorized the entire Qur'an?





	What is the term given for the sayings of Muhammad, something that must adhere to a strict chain of narration in an effort to ensure its authenticity?


BBC Islam Guide: Prayer And Worship


Towards	where	does	the	niche	or	mihrab	within  a	mosque	point?




	What is the name given to the tall thin tower that can be found at many


mosques?	 	What is the name given to the individual

who calls Muslims to prayer from this tower?   	






BBC Islam Guide: Beliefs


What	are	the	six	basic	articles	of	Muslim	belief?

 	; 	;


 	; 	;


 	; 	.

	The literal meaning of which term is not "holy war" but rather "struggle" or "effort"?   	


	True or False: Traditional Islamic law permits a man to take more than one wife as long as he treats all fairly.   	
	An Arabic word meaning barrier or partition, it refers both to the head covering worn by many Muslim women and, more generally, the principle of modesty in behaviour and dress for women and men alike.   	


	The most concealing of all Islamic veils, it covers the entire face and body, leaving just a mesh screen to see through.   	


	What is the name given to legal rulings issued by Islamic scholars?





	Literally "the clear, well-trodden path to water," this is the term for Islamic law.





	Traditional Muslim food rules distinguish between that which is prohibited, or


 	, and that which  is allowed, or	 	.

True or False: Pork is prohibited in Islam.    	                  Alcohol  is prohibited.   	
 True or False:





BBC Islam Guide: Holy Days


Shi's Muslims commemorate the 680 CE martyrdom of Hussein, a grandson of the Prophet Muhammad, on this annual festival day.   	
	Lailat al Qadar in Arabic, this marks the night in which the Qur'an was first revealed  to Muhammad.   	

	Whose birthday is marked on the annual festival of Milad un Nabi?





	What is the name given to the 622 CE migration from Mecca to Medina?


What	do	the	Muslim	dates	A.H.	stand	for?




	What does the grand annual four-day Eil ul Adha or Festival of Sacrifice commemorate?   	






BBC Islam Guide: Subdivisions


This is Islam's mystical branch.   	


	Who was chosen by Muslims as the First Caliph upon the death of Muhammad?   	


	The favoured wife of Muhammad and daughter of Abu Bakr, she clashed with Ali, including at the Battle of the Camel in 656 CE.   	


	Chosen as the fourth Caliph after the murder of Uthman, he moved the capital of the Islamic state from Medina to Kufa in Iraq.   	
	Which daughter of Muhammad was married to Ali?   	



	The death of Muhammad's grandson Hussein in which 680 CE battle provides Shi'a Islam with its theme of martyrdom and serves as the focal point for its great annual festival?   	


	The largest sect of Shi'a Islam, it gains its name from the belief that 12 divinely appointed Imams who were each descended from Muhammad led the community until the 9th century CE. 	In which city is this twelfth imam said to have disappeared as a young boy.   			 What is the name given to this twelfth Imam in his role as a Messiah figure who will one day return to revive the true message of Islam?   		   What is the name given to the living scholars who served as the representatives of the Hidden Imam on earth?   		


	True or False: Most mainstream Sunni Muslims consider the Shi'a practice of visiting and venerating shrines to the Imams of the Prophet's Family and other saints and scholar as deeply heretical.   	


	Sunni or Shi'a?:	Those who "follow the way."	 	The


"Partisans of Ali." 		They make up approximately 85% of the global Muslim population. 			Leadership in the first few centuries rested with "Imams" believed to be divinely appointed from Muhammad's family. 	They make up 90% of the population
of Iran. 				They consider all Hadith and Sunnah narrated by any	of	the	12,000	companions	of	Muhammad	to	be	equally	valid.







	BBC Islam Guide: History


Andalusia was the heart of Islamic power in this land for approximately seven centuries.   	


	One of the largest and longest lasting Muslim empires, it reached its height under Suleiman the Magnificent (reigned 1520-66), when it expanded throughout the Balkans and reached the gates of Vienna.




	In Islam, this prophet both predicts the coming of Muhammad and will himself come at the end of days to help bring the world to its end.   	


